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No European nation at the time surpassed these empires’ wealth and territory. In the 15th century, empires outside Europe’s in China, Mexico, and the Middle East were also far more urbanized than Europe. Ninety-nine percent of humans throughout the world lived in rural areas, so urban living was unusual. But dense cities were a clear indication of an empire’s power, wealth, technology, industry and potential for trade. Europe was not even dominant on its own doorstep. The Ottoman Empire continued to expand its imperial rule in the early modern era, at Europe’s expense. The vast and diverse empire controlled much of southeastern Europe, almost all of the Middle East, and the strategically important nation of Egypt (gateway to the main trade route from Europe to the Indian Ocean). Europe in World Economy 2015. Big Questions Explanation for preeminence of Europe before 1800: probability of global dominance before 1500? Rise of the market economy: under which conditions could become capitalism dominant? Classical economists view growth is natural and will occur whenever opportunity and security; (VS.) Freedom from aggression is necessary but not sufficient cond.: enterprise is not to be taken for granted; What was the role of violence (advantage in organization of military power; imperialism)? Also a custodian of knowledge: To free clerics from time-consuming earthly tasks diffusion of power machinery + hiring of lay brothers; Employment - attention to time and productivity; Monastic estates remarkable assemblages of powered machinery (1150).